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Abstract

Thymidylate synthase (TS) is a dimeric enzyme conserved in all life forms that exhibits the 

allosteric feature of half-the-sites activity. Neither the reason for, nor the mechanism of this 

phenomenon is understood. We used a combined NMR and molecular dynamics approach to study 

a stable intermediate preceding hydride transfer, which is the rate limiting, and half-the-sites step. 

In NMR titrations with ligands leading to this intermediate, we measured chemical shifts of the 

apo enzyme (lig0), the saturated holo-enzyme (lig2), and the typically elusive singly bound (lig1) 

states. ~40 amides showed quartet patterns providing direct NMR evidence of coupling between 

the active site and probes greater than 30 Å away in the distal subunit. Quartet peak patterns have 

symmetrical character, indicating reciprocity in communicating the first and second binding events 

to the distal protomer. Quartets include key catalytic residues and map to the dimer interface β-

sheet, which also represents the shortest path between the two active sites. Simulations corroborate 

the coupling observed in solution in that there is excellent overlap between quartet residues and 

main-chain atoms having inter-subunit cross-correlated motions. Simulations identify five hotspot 

residues, three of which lie at the kink in the unique β-bulge abutting the active sites on either end 

of the sheet. Inter-strand cross-correlated motions become more organized and pronounced as the 

enzyme progresses from lig0 to lig1, and ultimately lig2. Coupling in the apparently symmetrical 

complex has implications for half-the-sites reactivity and potentially resolves the paradox of 

inequivalent TS active sites despite the vast majority of X-ray structures appearing symmetrical.
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Introduction

Liberal definitions of allostery that simply require distal elements of a protein to be affected 

by perturbation, suggest that most proteins can be viewed as allosteric 1–4. This view is 

supported by a growing body of evidence demonstrating that mutation, binding, and 

protonation, all produce changes in structure, dynamics, or both, in regions remote from the 

site of modification 4–10. The power of allostery is apparent when these intrinsic features are 

harnessed by evolution to yield exquisite regulatory mechanisms in the cell 11, or by 

scientists to design allosteric drugs and proteins 12–15. Classic definitions of allostery require 

multiple ligand binding events such that binding of the first ligand either promotes or 

inhibits binding in the second site 16, 17. The most canonical examples of this classical type 

are multimeric proteins 18–20, in which multiple active sites lie within or at the interface 

between individual protomers. Among these, dimers are the most common oligomers 21 and 

are highly represented in the set of allosteric proteins 22–27. Dimers also tend to be the 

simplest to study, especially by NMR, arguably the most powerful tool for assessing both 

structure and dynamics of biomolecules, because of the size limitations associated with the 

method. Collectively, these factors make dimers attractive systems for studying the critical 

phenomenon of allosteric communication.

Thymidylate synthase (TS, UniProt ID: P0A884) is a dimeric enzyme responsible for 

synthesis of the sole de novo source of deoxythymidine monophosphate (dTMP) in most 

organisms. Some pathogenic microbes utilize two forms of TS, one canonical thyA-type and 

the other a Flavin dependent enzyme, or thyX-type 28, 29. In addition, although some 

organisms use so-called bifunctional enzymes, where TS and another enzyme in the folate 

metabolism cycle, dihydrofolate reductase, are encoded on the same polypeptide 30, the fold 

and primary sequences of thyA-type TS enzymes are highly conserved in all forms studied 

to date. TS uses a multiple step reaction coordinate along which both a methylene and 

hydride are donated from the methylenetetrahydrofolate (mTHF) cofactor to the 

deoxyuridine monophosphate (dUMP) substrate. Because the product is a critical precursor 

for DNA synthesis and, therefore, required for cell division, TS has attracted attention as a 

drug target for treatment of anti-cancer and antimicrobial diseases. Indeed, there are several 

chemotherapy drugs on the market that bind to the TS active site 31.

TS is also an attractive system to investigate because it is classically allosteric. The 

architecture of this homodimeric enzyme appears to be set-up for allostery since the active 

sites are comprised of residues from both subunits. Furthermore, studies of TS from several 

organisms show it is a half-the-sites enzyme in that only one active site performs the rate 

limiting 32 hydride transfer step at a time 33, 34. Despite the wealth of structural, kinetic, and 

thermodynamic literature on TS from multiple species, there is no consensus about the 

nature and mechanism of allostery. While the kinetic data on half-the-sites activity are 

compelling, there are conflicting reports about the existence and magnitudes of allostery in 

the substrate and cofactor binding steps. Some experiments suggest that TS has negative 

cooperativity in substrate or cofactor binding 32, 35–38. Yet our ITC and NMR experiments 

strongly support the conclusion that at least for the E. coli enzyme, both binding sites are not 

only competent to bind substrate and cofactor, but the intrinsic affinities associated with the 
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first and second binding events for both molecules are similar, differing at most by a factor 

of two 39, 40. This observation is consistent with a number of X-ray crystal structures of 

bound forms of the E. coll enzyme, where both active sites are filled and both protomers are 

symmetrical 41. TS also appears to be symmetrical in solution based on TROSY 1H-15N 

HSQC NMR spectra of the free, dUMP bound, and 5-fluoro deoxyuridine monophosphate 

(FdUMP)-mTHF bound enzymes. These spectra have only one set of resonances 40, 42 

indicating that any dynamic excursions away from symmetry are fast on the NMR timescale.

There are two TS crystal structures with asymmetry dramatic enough to explain half-the-

sites activity. The first is a model of TS from the fungus, Pneumocystis carinii 43, which is 

49% identical to E. coli TS and 62% identical to the human form. It should be noted that 

there are no kinetic or thermodynamic data on this fungal enzyme, so it is not possible to 

comment on the nature of allostery (i.e. cooperative binding, half-the-sites activity, or both) 

in this particular TS and how it relates to the structural asymmetry. The second example of 

asymmetry comes from an X-ray model of the single amino acid C-terminal deletion mutant 

of E. coli TS (I264Am) in complex with dUMP and CB3717 44. The authors hypothesize 

that this asymmetry may also exist in the wild-type enzyme, albeit in a much subtler, yet still 

functionally relevant form 44. Nonetheless, the asymmetries observed in the crystal lattices 

of Pneumocystis carinii TS and E. coli I264Am TS, if they exist in solution, are outliers in 

ternary complexes. The dUMP/CB3717 complexes are perfectly symmetrical in crystal 

structures of E. coli TS 45, and another highly studied TS from Lactobacillus casei (PDBID 

1LCA). Likewise, a crystal structure of the human enzyme with dUMP and a similar 

cofactor analog, Raltitrexed, has slight differences between the subunits (all atom root-mean 

square distance (RMSD) = 0.17 Å), but both active sites are loaded 46. Because hydride 

transfer occurs within the ternary complex with a C-terminus that is closed over an active 

site with substrate and cofactor bound, and because ternary complexes in most forms of TS 

are symmetrical in structural models of this state, we operate under the assumption that half-

the-sites reactivity must be understood in terms of dynamic excursions away from a (nearly) 

symmetrical form.

As a means to assess dynamic communication between active sites in E. coli TS, we used a 

combined NMR and molecular dynamics approach. We took advantage of favorable NMR 

characteristics of spectra involving substrate analog, FdUMP, and the biological cofactor, 

mTHF. We collectively refer to these molecules as the “diligand” 42 because C6 of the 

FdUMP moiety is covalently bonded to Cys146 of the enzyme, and C5 of FdUMP is 

covalently bonded to mTHF via a methylene bridge. Diligand is, therefore, viewed as a 

mechanistic inhibitor 47 that halts the reaction after methylene bridge formation, but prior to 

resolving methylene transfer, and prior to hydride transfer. This trapped intermediate is, 

therefore, the most stable form that allows us to study features of the complex preceding the 

half-the-sites hydride transfer step. We are able to measure the chemical shifts of the apo 

(lig0), saturated (lig2), and the typically elusive and information rich singly bound states 

(lig1) in diligand titrations. In some cases, the singly bound state yielded distinct resonances 

for the bound and unbound protomers, giving rise to quartet resonance patterns. Previously, 

we utilized these quartets to quantify the fractions of each of the lig0, lig1, and lig2 species 

as a means to measure the relative affinities of the first and second binding sites 40. Here, we 

interrogate the quartets as a means to understand inter-subunit communication. We found 
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that some elements of the distal subunit are insulated from the local binding event, but 

quartet residues highlighted elements of the distal subunit that are coupled to binding. 

Quartets also suggest that coupling is bidirectional in that binding of the first ligand affects 

the distal subunit and binding of the second affects the structure and/or dynamics of the pre-

bound site. Furthermore, by combining information gleaned from NMR and molecular 

dynamics simulations of the lig0, lig1, and lig2 states, we are able to show that the two active 

sites in TS communicate with one another by using the intervening β-sheet that also forms 

the dimer interface. Simulations reveal that active sites have minimal communication in the 

lig0 state, but rather a network of correlated motions involving the two active sites is 

triggered by the first diligand binding event and amplified upon binding the second. Contacts 

between the diligand and a unique right handed β-bulge feature of this sheet are likely the 

triggering events. The fact that the inter-active site correlated motions are most pronounced 

in the symmetrical lig2 state could provide an explanation of half-the-sites reactivity in TS 

and resolve the paradox of allostery despite the appearance of symmetry in static crystal 

structures.

Materials and Methods

Materials, enzyme expression, and enzyme purification

U-[2H, 15N] TS was expressed, purified, and exchangeable deuterium atoms were “back-

exchanged” to protons as described previously 48. 5-Fluoro-2′-deoxyuridine 5′-
monophosphate (FdUMP) was purchased from Sigma and (6R)-5,10-

methylenetetrahydrofolate (mTHF) was purchased from Merck & Cie (Switzerland).

NMR resonance assignments

Amide chemical shift assignments for the lig0 42 and diligand lig2 48 states were reported 

previously. Diligand lig1 resonances were assigned based on proximity to previously 

assigned lig0 and lig2 peaks. We took care to add equivalent amounts of FdUMP and mTHF 

in titrations and all other NMR experiments. This ensures pure states from the diligand 

binding manifold and no contamination by the FdUMP only, or mTHF only manifolds. 

Accurate assignment of lig1 resonances to either the empty or bound subunit were made 

possible by use of mixed labeled dimer in which a 15N-labeled wild-type subunit was paired 

with an unlabeled R126E, R127E mutant 42. Such a dimer is only competent to bind a single 

diligand molecule 49, therefore giving rise to an HSQC spectrum of the lig1 empty subunit. It 

is counterintuitive that the wild-type subunit (15N labeled in this case) is empty, but it is the 

case because the active site is comprised of residues from both subunits and R126 and R127 

from the wild-type subunit complement the remaining active site residues in the mutant 

subunit to form the single canonical active site. We were able to assign resonances to all four 

microstates for 207 out of 250 non-proline amides. We have lig0 and lig2 assignments for 

many of the remaining resonances, but half saturated diligand spectra are too crowded in 

places to be certain of singly bound resonances.

NMR chemical shift perturbation spin relaxation

Chemical shift perturbation based on TROSY 1H-15N HSQC NMR spectra were calculated 

using the following:
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CSP = ΔδHN
2 + 0.1 ∗ ΔδN

2

Chemical shift projection analysis (CHESPA) was carried out as described 50, 51 with the A 

and B vectors defined by scheme 1 below: and the two reported parameters in Figure 4: the 

fractional shift (X) and cos(θ), are the projection of vector A on vector B, and the cosine of 

the angle between vectors A and B respectively 50. Note that the red lig1 resonance, which is 

associated with the bound subunit in the single bound state is fully schematized above. 

However, we calculate the fractional shift and angular values from the empty subunit lig1 

resonance as well (shown above in green to complete a quartet).

Methyl NMR order parameters were measured using the triple quantum relaxation violated 

coherence transfer approach developed by Kay and coworkers 52 and applied to TS as 

described previously 39. The global tumbling times, τm, which are required for calculation of 

methyl symmetry axis order parameters (S2
axis), were measured previously for the apo 

enzyme 39 and diligand saturated, lig2 complex 45 based on TROSY versions of 15N R1, 

R1ρ, and {1H}-15N heteronuclear NOE pulse sequences 53.

Molecular dynamics simulations

For the two symmetrical states, the lig0 and lig2, high resolution X-ray models (PDB ID: 

2FTQ for lig0 and PDB ID: 1TSN for lig2) 47 were used as starting structures during MD 

simulations. For the lig1 simulation, the diligand was simply removed from one of the active 

sites of lig2 (PDB ID: 1TSN) prior to simulation. All starting structures were optimized and 

all hydrogen were reconstructed using Maestro Protein and Ligand preparation tools 

(Schrödinger, LLC). All MD simulations were performed using GROMACS 2018 package 
54, 55 using CHARMM36 force field 56. The diligand was parametrized using the official 

CHARMM General Force Field server (CGenFF) 57, 58. All MD simulations were at a 

constant pressure and temperature of 1 atm and 298 K, respectively. Particle mesh Ewald 

(PME) was used for long-range electrostatic interactions with 10-Å cutoff for non-bonded 

interactions. Each system was solvated using the TIP3P water model and neutralized with 

sodium and chloride ions. Systems were further equilibrated using NVT and NPT 

thermostats. During these equilibrations the diligands were constrained to their initial 

positions with harmonic constraints. Prior to production simulations, we ran a series of short 

simulations during which we were closely monitoring the ligand positions in the binding site 

to ensure that key distances between the ligands and the protein atoms correspond to ones of 

the X-ray structures. Next, we performed productive simulations for 500 ns for each system 

lig0, lig1 and lig2. Based on the analysis of the root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) of 

backbone Ca positions, the first 50 ns of the simulations were omitted for further analysis to 

avoid initial system’s fluctuations due to equilibration. The structures and representative 

snapshots of the trajectories were visually inspected using PyMol 2.1 (Schrödinger, LLC).

Cross-correlation analysis

Each trajectory then was divided into three pieces (100-200ns 250-350ns, 400-500ns) that 

were used to calculate cross-correlation motion correlation matrices 12, 59. To remove the 
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noise, we performed following filtering procedure. For each of the cross-correlation 

matrices, we plotted a distribution of cross-correlation coefficient values. Based on the 

distributions we kept only values corresponding to the top 90% strongest correlations, both 

negative (anti correlations) and positive (correlations). Because the distributions are close to 

normal this procedure is equivalent to keeping the values in the tails of distributions with the 

absolute value of Z-score greater than 1.65.

Results and Discussion

Ligand state peak multiplets in TS diligand titrations: Doublet peak patterns reveal regions 
of subunit independence.

TROSY 1H-15N HSQC spectra of apo 40 and diligand-saturated 48 TS exhibit single sets of 

resonances (Figure 1A), which indicates both states are symmetrical homodimers in solution 

just as they are in the crystal lattice 47, 60. Many of the apo resonances shift upon diligand 

binding (Figure 1A), consistent with the significant conformational change that occurs in 

going from the open conformation of the free enzyme, to the closed ternary complex, in 

which the C-terminus clamps down on the reactants and shields them from solvent41. 

Previously, we showed resonances in diligand titrations 40 are in slow exchange on the NMR 

timescale, allowing us to monitor the populations and chemical shifts of all possible micro 

states in the ensemble comprised of: apo enzyme (lig0), doubly bound enzyme (lig2), and the 

singly bound enzyme, lig1, which, in principle may have subunit specific signals from the 

bound (lig1B) and empty (lig1E) protomers. We referred to these patterns as “ligand state 

peak multiplets” 42. We were able to assign resonances to all four microstates for 207 out of 

250 non-proline residues in TS, and the most common peak multiplet pattern at intermediate 

titration points is the doublet, which we observe for 121 out of 207 amides. A doublet is 

derived from two sets of overlapping signals; one from the lig0 and lig1E states, and the other 

from the lig2 and lig1B states (Figure 1B). This observation suggests that for a large number 

of amides, the chemical environments of the free and bound subunits in the lig1 state are the 

same as in the symmetrical lig0 and lig2 species, respectively. Mapping the doublet amides 

onto the structure of TS reveals which regions of the distal subunit that are insulated from 

the effects of diligand binding to the local subunit (Figure 1C). These insulated regions are 

wide-spread throughout the structure. Furthermore, because the doublets coincide with the 

C-terminus and other regions that undergo the largest conformational changes (Figure 1C), 

binding of the first diligand does not elicit a concerted conformational change in the second 

binding site. This finding is not surprising for TS since this conformational change closes off 

the binding site, ensuring it must happen after diligand binding.

Ligand state peak multiplets in TS diligand titrations: Quartet patterns show coupling of 
both binding events to distal subunits.

Some parts of the distal subunits sense individual diligand binding events as evidenced by 

the 40 plus amides showing quartet peak multiplet patterns (Figure 2A). The existence of 

this pattern provides direct, solution-based evidence of coupling between the active site and 

remote elements of the enzyme. Quartet amides in the distal subunit lie as far as 35 Å from 

the nearest diligand atom in the bound subunit, highlighting long distance communication of 

the binding event. The distal effects are not simple manifestations of proximity to the 
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diligand or conformational change in the local subunit since the distribution of quartet 

residues do not radiate in a spherical pattern centered on the diligand, nor do they track with 

conformational change in the local subunit (Figure 2A). Rather, the quartet amides cluster to 

the β-sheet that forms the TS dimer interface and connects the two active sites. It is 

important to emphasize that a quartet pattern signifies both subunits of the singly bound state 

have chemical shifts that are distinct from the two symmetrical lig0 and lig2 states. It follows 

that for these amides, there are two local and two distal responses commensurate with the 

two binding events (Figure 2B). The local effects are simply the amide chemical shift 

perturbations (CSPs) in the first and second subunits upon binding the first and second 

diligand molecules, respectively. We denote the magnitudes of these effects as local1 and 

local2. The first distal effect, distal1, reports on the perturbation to the empty subunit in 

response to binding the first diligand, and the second distal effect, distal2, measures the 

effect on the pre-bound subunit in response to the lig1 to lig2 transition (Figure 2B).

One of the striking features of the quartet patterns is their symmetrical appearance (Figure 

2C and Figure S1). In most cases the symmetry is not perfect, in the sense that the 

magnitudes of the local CSPs tend to be greater than those within the distal subunit (Figure 

2D). This must be further qualified because the TS active site is comprised of residues from 

both subunits and in some cases the amino acids that are closest to the local binding event lie 

within the “distal” subunit (e.g. Arg127 in Figure 2D). Nonetheless, quartet lig1 resonance 

positions tend to be symmetrically apposed with respect to the axis that connects the lig0 and 

lig2 resonances (Figure 2C). This type of behavior suggests TS adheres to the allosteric 

principle of reciprocity 61, 62 in which the effects of a perturbation on distal sites are 

bidirectional. This means that for the case of a two-ligand-binding dimer, the effect of the 

first binding event on a distal site is similar to the effect of the second diligand binding event 

on the reciprocal site in the pre-bound subunit. To quantify reciprocity, the ratios of the two 

local CSPs and the two distal CSPs (Figure 2D) are plotted in Figure 2E. A value of 1.0 for 

these ratios represents perfect reciprocity. Indeed, the two ratios for the quartet residues 

cluster around 1.0. There are rare exceptions to this high degree of reciprocity (e.g. Ile29, 

Asp124, Arg127, Val135, and Gly204 in Figure 2E) but the quartet geometrical patterns for 

these residues are still highly symmetrical as defined above (Figure S1). On one hand 

reciprocity should be expected a priori in this system given it is a symmetric homodimer and 

the fact that the dimer interface β-sheet, which contains most of the quartet residues, does 

not undergo a conformational change upon binding diligand (β-sheet RMSD = 0.27 Å, 

Figure 3A). On the other hand, there are several reasons to expect deviations from 

reciprocity as read out by the chemical shift, even in the case of this (or any) symmetric 

dimer 63. First, and most trivially, but nonetheless critical to consider, the presence of the 

diligand itself affects the electronic environment of nearby amides and induces asymmetry 

in the system. Second, binding of the first diligand does induce a conformational change in 

the local binding site and the majority of the distal subunit is insulated from this change (see 

interpretation of doublet patterns above), thus the “medium” in which the allosteric signal is 

transmitted, while symmetrical in amino acid composition, does have differences in structure 

and/or dynamics as sensed by the first and second binding events. In further support of this 

idea are NMR relaxation experiments in which we compared the ps-ns dynamics of Ile, Leu, 

and Val methyl probes in the lig0 and diligand lig2 states. These experiments show that 
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diligand binding affects methyl dynamics throughout the protein (Figure S2), including 

multiple residues within the β-sheet (Figure 3B). We note that the methyl resonances of 

these probes are not sufficiently resolved in the singly bound state to allow quantification of 

dynamics in the lig1 protomers, but differences among the two symmetrical end states are 

highly suggestive of dynamic changes in lig1, and support the idea of changes in the 

allosteric signal transmission “medium” put forth above. Taken together, while the structure 

of the sheet is unchanged, the first diligand binding event certainly induces structural 

asymmetry and likely causes dynamic inequality of the subunits that could in principle make 

the local1 and local2 CSPs different, and/or result in differences between distal1 and distal2. 

However, the observed reciprocity suggests that either the intrinsic symmetry of the dimer is 

dominant, there was evolutionary pressure to ensure bidirectional communication, or both.

Ligand state peak multiplets in TS diligand titrations: CHESPA points to unique role of the 
β-sheet kink.

We examined the quartets for patterns (aside from the pseudo symmetry described above) 

that could explain the structural and dynamic origins of the interesting chemical shift 

phenomena. Chemical shift projection analysis (CHESPA) is a tool for identifying residues 

in allosteric networks involving conformational transitions that are fast on the NMR 

timescale 50,51, 64. The tool assesses the magnitude and direction of a peak shift associated 

with some query state relative to some reference state as compared to the shift in going from 

the same initial reference state to a final state (Scheme 1 in Methods). In the case of a single 

amide reporting on diligand binding, the reference initial state is a lig0 resonance, the final 

state is a lig2 resonance, and the query state is a lig1 peak, coming from either the empty or 

bound protomer. CHESPA gives two different metrics for each quartet: The first is called the 

fractional shift (X), which is a measure of the relative shift of the query peak as compared to 

the magnitude of the vector connecting the lig0 and lig2 resonances, and the second, cos(θ), 

reports on the orientation of the query vector connecting lig0 to lig1 relative to the reference 

vector connecting lig0 and lig2 resonances (Scheme 1, methods). In general, the fractional 

shift values for lig1 resonances in the bound subunit are positive and cos(θ) values are close 

to one (Figure 4) suggesting these peaks shift toward and are collinear with the lig2 

resonance. The same pattern exists for the majority of lig1 peaks from the empty subunit, 

indicating regions with quartets become more like the saturated diligand complex in the 

singly bound state (Figure 4). However, CHESPA illuminates more subtle features of quartet 

patterns. If binding of the first diligand molecule caused a global shift in populations of 

some pre-existing two-state conformational exchange process in either subunit, the cos(θ) 

values would cluster around 1.0 and the fractional shifts would all be of the same sign and 

the same magnitude. This is not what we observe. Both the magnitudes and directions of the 

lig1 vectors are variable indicating more complex behavior. As a dramatic example, a group 

of eight resonances have fractional shift values greater than 1.0 in the bound subunit, 

indicating that the lig1 resonance shifts beyond the lig2 peak. We coined this phenomenon as 

“supershifting” based on previous observations with binding of substrate (dUMP) to TS 42. 

Another hallmark of the eight diligand supershifters is the lig1 resonance in the empty 

subunit shift away from the lig2 resonance as indicated by negative fractional shifts and 

negative cos(θ) (Figure 4). This pattern is illustrated by multiple examples of supershifting 

quartets in NMR spectra in Figure 2B (Gly203) and Figure 2C (Leu119, Gln165, and 
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Gly203). These supershifting residues cluster to two regions of TS: Five of the eight residues 

(32, 165, 166, 203, and 204) map to the dimer interface β-sheet kink, and the remainder 

(119, 178, and 194) reside in helices that are adjacent to the sheet but have side chains that 

pack against it (Figure S3). The importance of the β-sheet kink in inter-active site 

communication is discussed in greater detail below in the context of molecular dynamics 

simulations. Taken together, CHESPA analysis of the quartets suggests that while all the 

patterns share the feature of pseudo-symmetry, they do not reflect a global shift in a single, 

two-state conformational equilibrium; rather, multiple processes must be at play.

Ligand state peak multiplets in TS diligand titrations: Direct evidence of coupling between 
the two active sites.

Chemical shifts of the lig1 state show that binding events are communicated to critical active 

site residues separated by greater than 30 Å. For example, Cys146 provides the S− 

nucleophile that attacks the C6 position of substrate dUMP 65 and also lends binding 

stability to the binary complex 39 (Figure 5A). At intermediate diligand concentrations, 

amide resonances for Cys146 are split near the position of the lig2 peak (Figure 5B), 

suggesting this residue in the bound subunit is in a different environment depending on 

whether the distal active site is free or occupied. We are unable to conclusively state that 

Cys146 yields a quartet since the peak in the lig0 state is broadened away 39, but the distinct 

resonances of lig1B and lig2 is highly suggestive of bidirectional communication given the 

near universal reciprocity noted above. The same logic applies to the behavior of Arg21, one 

of the three amino acids making charged interactions to the dUMP phosphate. This side-

chain also stabilizes the closed conformation of the C-terminus by making a hydrogen bond 

with the C-terminal carboxylate group (Figure 5A) and therefore is important in both 

binding and catalysis. The amide resonance for Arg21 is also broadened away in the lig0 

state but there is clear doubling of the peak near the lig2 resonance (Figure 5B). 

Interestingly, in the two examples of TS X-ray models with asymmetric binding sites 

(ternary complexes of the E. coli C-terminal deletion mutant and wild-type Pneumocystis 
carinii), Cys146 and Arg21 (or the homologous residues in the case of the Pneumocystis 
carinii structure) are among the residues with notable differences in the two binding sites 
43,44. As a final example, Arg166 gives a bona fide quartet pattern (Figure 5B). Arg166 is 

implicated in binding by virtue of making electrostatic contacts to the dUMP phosphate 

(Figure 5A), and it has been shown to also play critical roles in chemical steps by stabilizing 

the nucleophilic form of Cys146 and stabilizing the transition state for hydride transfer 66. 

Collectively, these data directly show coupling between the two active sites.

Inter subunit cross-correlated motion hotspots localize to the dimer interface and 
specifically the β-bulge kink

While the NMR quartets demonstrate that binding events are communicated between the 

active sites, the chemical shifts are not sufficient to reveal mechanism. For mechanistic 

insight, we turned to molecular dynamics (MD) simulations: 500 ns simulations of the lig0, 

lig1, and lig2 states were performed (Methods). For the two symmetrical states, the lig0 and 

lig2 X-ray models, 2FTQ and 1TSN, respectively, were used as starting coordinates, and for 

the lig1 simulation, the diligand was removed from one of the active sites prior to simulation. 

To assess communication we calculated the Cα atom cross-correlated motion matrices 
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12,5967. Only strong correlation values were kept, where the thresholds were chosen based on 

the cross-correlation values distribution 59 (Methods). The filtered inter subunit cross-

correlated motion maps for the three states are shown in Figure 6. There is clearly an 

increase in the extent and organization of cross-correlations as TS progresses from lig0 to 

lig1, and finally to the lig2 state, yet a single diligand binding event is sufficient to 

recapitulate some of the correlated motions seen in the saturated ensemble (Figure 6). The 

lig1 inter subunit cross-correlated motion heat map is asymmetrical however, with row 

vectors representing how motions of the Cα atom from a single residue in the bound subunit 

is correlated to the Cα atoms of each residue in the unbound subunit. Similarly, column 

vectors extract correlations between single residues of the empty subunit and each residue of 

the bound protomer (Figure 6). In lig2 simulations, five “hotspot” residues, Phe30, Ile129, 

Phe152, Arg166, and Gly204 stand out as having wide-spread and symmetrical inter-subunit 

cross-correlated motions (Figure 6). These correlations are limited in the lig0 ensemble, 

become more pronounced yet asymmetric in the lig1 complex, and are strong and highly 

symmetrical in the lig2 simulations. Importantly the motions of these hotspot amino acids 

are correlated with motions of residues within the dimer interface β-sheet of the opposite 

subunit (Figure 6), yielding excellent convergence with NMR data showing quartet 

resonance patterns for these same residues (Compare Figure 6 with Figure 2A). Collectively 

these data show: (1) that the two active sites communicate with one another through the β-

sheet that connects them, (2) binding of a single diligand is required to activate this 

communication network since it is absent in the lig0 ensemble, and (3) the network persists 

in an amplified and more symmetrical form in the lig2 state. Two pieces of data put limits on 

the timescale of the coupled motions of the active sites in the lig2 state. First, only one set of 

resonances is observed in diligand saturated spectra indicating the motions are fast on the 

NMR timescale, which depending on the chemical shift difference between the states is on 

the order of μs-ms or faster. Second, previous NMR measurements of chemical exchange did 

not reveal β-sheet motions on this timescale in the lig2 complex 39, indicating the correlated 

motions must occur on the sub-microsecond timescale. Taken together, the agreement 

between the NMR data and diligand simulations noted above suggests that symmetric 

quartet resonance patterns are predictive of inter-subunit correlated motions, and leads to the 

hypothesis that the quartets capture rapid timescale structural excursions of the β-sheet.

One remarkable aspect of the correlated motion hotspots is that three out of five lie precisely 

at the vertex of the kinked dimer interface β-sheet (Figure 7A). In TS, the dimer interface is 

comprised of two stacked six stranded β-sheets. Each can be further subdivided into two 

sheets, approximately orthogonal to one another 68. This right handed ~90° rotation, or the 

kink, results from a stacked β-bulge, whose stability is derived from five inter-strand 

hydrogen bonds between Cys146 and Gln165, Gln165 and Gly203, Arg166 and Gly204, 

Gly203 and His32, and Gly204 and Phe30 (Figure 7B). The bulge is in an identical 

conformation stabilized by the exact same hydrogen bonds in the lig0 state (Figure 3A), yet 

there are few cross-correlated motions between the bulge and the opposite sheet, or between 

the two bulges in opposite protomers (i.e. the two active sites) (Figure 6). Why is the 

dynamic network activated by diligand binding? An attractive hypothesis is that the effects 

of contacts between bulge residues and diligand, specifically the contacts between Cys146 

and FdUMP, and the electrostatic interaction between Arg166 and a phosphoryl oxygen of 
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FdUMP (Figure 7B), are propagated across the dimer interface and down the sheet to the 

opposite active site in a bidirectional manner.

It is now appreciated that long range, motional coupling is a fundamental property of 

antiparallel β-sheets 69. This unique feature is imparted by the relatively large area of 

permissible ϕ/ψ angles in the β-region of Ramachandran space, which allows the constituent 

dihedral angles to fluctuate so long as the hydrogen bonding patterns stabilizing the sheet 

are conserved. In this way, correlation of dihedral angles ψi-1 and ϕi, propagate fluctuations 

in a direction parallel to the strand via so-called crankshaft motions 70, 71 and concerted 

crankshaft motions between neighboring strands propagate dynamics in a direction 

perpendicular to the strands via β-lever motions 69, 72. This explains propagation throughout 

the β-sheet in the local subunit, but chemical shift and MD data show that binding is coupled 

to the β-sheet in the opposite protomer. How does this occur? The remaining two hotspot 

residues, Ile129 and Phe152, likely provide insight in that they are directly across from the 

β-bulge hotspot in the opposite protomer. Ile129 of chainB packs against Arg166 of chain A, 

effectively coupling hotspots within the strand containing the binding site with those in the 

other subunit (Figure 7C). Interestingly, Ile129 becomes more flexible upon diligand binding 

(Figure 3B), consistent with involvement of this residue in any dynamic propagation 

mechanism. The last hotspot residue, Phe152 also packs against the main chain of bulge 

residue Phe30 in the opposite strand (Figure 7C). Therefore, we hypothesize that effects of 

binding are transmitted down the local β-beta sheet through fluctuations that conserve 

hydrogen bonding between strands, and across the dimer interface by maintaining the 

tertiary interactions between the sheets in the two subunits. Collectively, these β-sheet 

couplings give rise to bending and twisting of the sheet 69, 73 with the degree and balance 

between bending and twisting forms of flexibility being idiosyncratic to the fold. In the case 

of TS, X-ray models do not show any change in β-sheet structure in going from lig0 to lig2 

(Figure 3A), so differences in these couplings are likely not sufficient to cause large scale 

structural deformities, but they are strong enough to manifest in chemical shift changes, 

changes in dynamic coupling, and perhaps differences in activity between the two coupled 

active sites.

A revised mechanism for allosteric coupling in TS.

The two previously described X-ray structures of TS that could give insight into half-the-

sites activity are characterized as having significant asymmetry between the two active sites. 

In the case of a Pneumocystis carinii TS ternary complex 43, one site has substrate and 

cofactor analog bound, and the other is loaded with only substrate. The non-functional site 

showed no evidence of the typical covalent bond between the active site cysteine and 

substrate, and the C-terminus was not closed, both of which are required for hydride transfer. 

A difference distance matrix comparison of the coordinates from the two subunits identified 

two continuous segments that could potentially transmit the signal from one active site to the 

other: The first, Cys173-Phe176 (homologous to E. coli TS Cys146-Phe149) is at the edge 

of the dimer interface β-sheet and contains the active site cysteine, and the second, Leu196-

Arg199 (E. coli Leu163-Arg166) lies within the adjacent strand and includes a β-bulge 

hotspot residue (E. coli Arg166) as identified in the MD simulations described above. We 

see corroborating evidence in this work in that these same residues have quartet patterns in 
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E. coli diligand titrations and significant inter-subunit cross-correlated motions in 

simulations. Despite this agreement, X-ray models of E. coli ternary complexes are 

symmetrical and both sites appear identically poised for hydride transfer. Why are the 

ternary complex structures of these two homologous enzymes dramatically different? We 

propose three possibilities: (1) The crystal lattice may impose asymmetry in the 

Pneumocystis carinii lattice that does not exist in solution, (2) Pneumocystis carinii is a 

eukaryote with a TS enzyme that is 45% identical to that of E. coli, leaving open the 

possibility for different functional behavior, and (3) somewhat related to point (2) above, 

Pneumocystis carinii TS has three insertions, ranging from 6-12 amino acids compared to E. 
coli, and one of these, Ser92-Lys103, is very close to the C-terminus, which could 

differentially affect cofactor binding in the enzymes from the two species. Solution 

experiments are underway to interrogate active site communication in TS enzymes from 

higher organisms in order to differentiate from among the above hypotheses.

The second case of asymmetry was observed in a crystal structure of a single residue, C-

terminal truncation of the E. coli enzyme, I264Am 44. In this ternary complex, both active 

sites were filled with the two co-substrates, however the active site geometries and poses of 

the co-substrates were only consistent with catalysis in one of the sites. Again, there is some 

agreement between residues that differ among the two protomers of the X-ray model and 

quartet residues identified by NMR in this work, including Arg21, Cys146, and Arg127. 

However, in general, the dimer interface β-sheet of I264Am is two-fold symmetric despite 

the overall asymmetry of the active sites 44. This structure differs from the crystal structure 

of Pneumocystis carinii described above, but agrees with NMR spectra of the wild-type 

ternary complex (single resonances for β-sheet residues), which supports the hypothesis that 

TS enzymes from different organisms may have different degrees and/or mechanisms of 

subunit communication. Can we reconcile the asymmetric complex observed in the I264Am 

mutant with the single sets of resonances we see in wild-type ternary complex? The NMR 

data of the wild-type enzyme necessitate a mechanism that gives time averaged symmetry, 

yet permits instantaneous asymmetry of the two active sites. The mechanism based on the 

I264Am structure predicts opening and closing of the C-terminus and significant dynamics 

of the co-substrates in the binding pocket within the lig2 ensemble. We previously reported 

NMR backbone order parameters which show only slightly increased picosecond-

nanosecond dynamics of the C-terminus (S2≈0.7) relative to elements of secondary structure 

in the same complex (S2≈0.8) 45. This effect is very subtle and may not be sufficient to 

produce the large amplitude motions predicted by the structural and kinetic 74 data of 

I264Am. Furthermore, we did not detect μs-ms motions of the C-terminus based on Hahn-

Echo 15N R2 measurements of the lig2 diligand complex 39. These observations suggest 

caution in extrapolating the specifics of inter-active site communication from the crystal 

structure of a mutant to the wild-type enzyme in solution. Indeed, the authors suggested that 

the structural excursions that make one site catalytically competent need not be as dramatic 

as was observed in the I264Am crystal structure. Our model, based on the aggregate x-ray, 

MD, and NMR data suggest that half-the-sties activity is manifest by instantaneous 

asymmetry in the context of time averaged symmetry. Additional NMR and MD 

experiments are underway in order to elucidate the exact nature of these excursions away 

from the average structure.
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Figure 1. 
Some distal sites are insulated from effects of diligand binding to local subunit. A) Overlay 

of Apo (lig0, black) and diligand (lig2, blue) TROSY 1H-15N HSQCs show single sets of 

peaks for both states. B) Spectra at midpoint of diligand titration (gray) are compared with 

spectra of free and diligand saturated titration endpoints in black and blue, respectively. 

These are examples where resonances from free and bound subunits of the lig1 state overlap 

with those of the lig0 and lig2 states respectively, indicating that for these amides, the distal 

subunit is unaffected by local binding events. Dots identify peaks originating from the panel 

title amino acid as a way to discriminate from contours derived from other residues. C) Putty 

width of the lig2 X-ray model is scaled to the Cα-Cα coordinate difference between aligned 

lig0 (2FTQ) and lig2 (1TSN) crystal structures. Amides giving doublets at intermediate 

titration points are in aqua, other multiplets are blue, and prolines and unassigned residues 

are gray. Note the C-terminus, which undergoes the largest conformational change, is 

dominated by the doublet pattern indicating this conformational change is strictly coupled to 

binding in the local subunit. The bound ligand is shown in vdw surface and the empty 

subunit is denoted by stippled spheres.
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Figure 2. 
Diligand binding events are communicated to distal subunits. A) Lig2 X-ray model putty 

width is scaled to the Cα-Cα coordinate difference between aligned lig0 and lig2 structures 

(left, bound subunit only). The dimer is depicted to show the lig1 state with the filled subunit 

on the left having doublets colored blue and the empty subunit on the right with doublets in 

aqua. Residues with quartet patterns at intermediate diligand titration points are colored in 

red in both subunits. Note these do not track with conformational change linked to binding, 

rather they cluster to the β-sheet making up the dimer interface and connecting the two 
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active sites. B) Example of a quartet pattern in a half saturated diligand TROSY 1H-15N 

HHSQC. The manifold of states are shown in the schematic. For reference, lig0 and lig2 

HSQCs are shown with single contour lines in black and blue respectively. Resonances from 

the free and bound subunit of the lig1 state are identified with green and red dots. Note the 

vectors used to define the chemical shift perturbations associated with the two binding 

events as sensed by the local and distal subunits. C) HSQC coordinates for typical quartet 

resonances. Dots rather than contour plots are shown for simplicity and are colored as in 

panel B. D) CSPs associated with the first diligand binding event as sensed by the local (red) 

and distal (green) sites. E) Measurement of allosteric reciprocity based on ratios of two local 

and two distal CSPs (see panel B) in black and gray respectively. Ratios of one indicate 

perfect reciprocity.
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Figure 3. 
Structural and dynamic comparison of lig0 and lig2 dimer interface β-sheets. A) Alignment 

(one subunit only) of the lig0 (aqua) and lig2 (blue) sheets shows they are nearly identical 

with an all atom RMSD of 0.27 Å. Single diligand molecule is shown in surface. B) NMR 

order parameter, S2
axis, shows differences in methyl group ps-ns dynamics among the lig0 

and lig2 states. Differences in β-sheet methyl groups are highlighted. Probes that become 

more rigid upon diligand binding are in blue, probes that become more flexible are in red, 

and unchanged methyl groups are colored black. Probes without measurements in one or 

both states are colored gray. In the left panel, both diligand molecules are shown in surface. 

In the right, rotated panel, the sheet from one subunit is stripped away and the diligand is 

shown in dots for clarity.
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Figure 4. 
Chemical shift projection analysis (CHESPA) shows complex behavior of diligand quartet 

residues. Fractional shift (χ, Panel A) and cos(θ, Panel B) values show the magnitude and 

direction of singly bound, lig1 resonances relative to the vector connecting lig0 and lig2 

peaks (see Scheme 1 in methods). Data for the bound and free lig1 resonances are shown in 

red and green respectively. Note the variability in the magnitude and direction of both 

CHESPA parameters, which argues against lig1 binding causing a global concerted shift in 

the populations of a dynamic two state equilibrium. Panel C, simply shows the overall 
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chemical shift perturbation (see methods) of the two lig1 peaks for appreciation of the 

magnitude of the shifts.
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Figure 5. 
Effects of diligand binding are propagated to key active site residues in the distal subunit. A) 

Close up of active site residues Arg21, Cys146, and Arg166 whose chemical shift patterns 

indicate inte-ractive site communication. The C-terminal residue 264 is shown to emphasize 

the bi-functional role of Arg21 in contacting dUMP and stabilizing the closed conformation 

of the C-terminus. B) TROSY 1H-15N HSQCs of lig0 (black, single contour line), lig2 (blue, 

single contour line), and half saturated with diligand (gray). Dots represent the different 

microstates with lig0 in black, lig2 in blue, lig1 free subunit in green, and lig1 bound subunit 
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in red. Note resonances for Arg21 and Cys146 are broadened away in the lig0 spectrum, and 

are therefore likely not visible for the lig1 free state.
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Figure 6. 
Inter-subunit dynamic coupling mediated by the dimer interface β-sheet. The three panels in 

vertical panel A show inter-subunit Cα cross-correlated motion matrices calculated from MD 

simulations of lig0 (left), lig1 (middle), and lig2 (right) states. A z-score cutoff of 1.5 was 

used such that correlations below this signal-to-noise threshold were set to zero.

Correlated motions are red and anti-correlated motions are blue. For the lig1 case, the bound 

subunit is chain A (y-axis). Five hotspot residues identified in the lig2 simulations are 

marked by arrows. In panel B, inter-subunit cross-correlated motions involving hotspot 
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residues Phe30, Ile129, Phe152, Arg166, and Gly204 are shown. Data from lig0, lig1, and 

lig2 simulations are in rows one, two, and three respectively. In the lig1 row, the diligand in 

the bound and un-bound subunits are shown in sticks and dots, respectively. Both diligands 

are displayed as sticks in the lig2 row. These correlations are extracted from the row and 

column vectors of the matrices marked by arrows in panel A. The dimer interface β-sheet 

connecting the two active sites are shown, with the hotspot residue in spacefill, empty 

subunits in teal, and bound subunits in blue. Residues with motions correlated to the 

particular hot spot residue are shown in red. For the asymmetrical singly bound state, the 

residues in the empty subunit that are correlated with a given hotspot residue in the bound 

subunit are colored red in the right protomer of the dimer (based on row vectors from the 

matrix) and residues in the bound subunit that are correlated with a given hotspot residue in 

the empty subunit are red in left protomer (based on row vectors from the matrix).
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Figure 7. 
Cross-correlated dynamic hotspots map to the β-bulge within dimer interface sheet. A) 

Orthogonal views of the dimer interface β-sheet are shown with one subunit in blue and the 

other in teal. Only the FdUMP moiety of diligand is shown for clarity. Note three dynamic 

hotspot residues, Phe30, Arg166, and Gly204 in gray lie at the vertex of the stacked β-bulge 

which stabilizes the ~90° right handed bend in the sheet. B) Main chain hydrogen bonds that 

stabilize the bulge are shown along with contacts between the bulge and diligand FdUMP 

which likely activate the network of inter-active site cross-correlated motions. C) β-bulge 

residues are physically coupled to other hotspots (Ile129 and Phe152) through inter-strand 

packing interactions, providing a mechanism for communication across the subunits at both 

ends of the sheet.
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Scheme 1. 
CHESPA Analysis of Quartet Resonance Patterns
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